
Tourist spots 

Bungotakada Showa Town 

Location shooting of various scenes was carried out, including a segment shot of three 

young men -- Atsuya, Shota and Kohei -- dashing on a shopping street at night. 

Furthermore, an outdoor set for the Namiya general store was also built here. 

 

 

Showa Roman-gura 

At restaurant “Shunsai Minamigura” in the Showa Roman-gura theme park, location 

shooting took place of a scene of Kohei, who is seeking to become a cook, going 

through culinary training. The theme park also provided a vehicle to be used in the 

filmmaking as part of its cooperative effort. 

One of the halls in the theme park exhibits retro cars, as well as home appliances and 

toys from the Showa Period. In another hall in the theme park, there are hands-on 

pieces of work created by the globally active “teamLab” interdisciplinary creative group 

so that visitors can experience the latest technologies while feeling nostalgic. 

 

Matama Beach 

The scene of “Seri,” a popular singer in the movie, dancing to the tune of the theme 



song “REBORN,” was filmed here. 

The beach is a spectacular spot that was selected as one of “Japan’s Top 100 Sunset 

Spots.” On a day when low tide and the sunset come together, beautiful strip patterns 

created by the sunset and the dry beach appear, spreading a fantastic and romantic 

spectacle. 

 

 

teamLab Gallery Matama Beach 

Singer Seri was filmed here while singing the theme song “REBORN.” 

The gallery permanently exhibits pieces of digital art created by teamLab. Visitors can 

feel with their five senses the relationship between man and nature and seasonal 

changes, among other things, from the motifs of flowers blooming in Bungotakada City. 

 

Awashima Shrine and Awashima Park 

A scene of a car with Namiya general store owner Yuji Namiya and his son inside was 

filmed while driving past on the road in front of the park. 

The Awashima Shrine is known as a shrine that makes at least one wish of a woman 

come true, and therefore many people who wish to have their love fulfilled visit the 

shrine as a god of matchmaking. At the Awashima Park adjacent to the shrine, there is a 

monument on which people hang heart-shaped padlocks to pledge their love for their 

partners. The park is a popular dating spot. 


